SAILING INSTRUCTIONS
AMENDMENT #1
Newport Harbor Yacht Club
San Diego Yacht Club
February 24-25, 2017
11
THE FINISH
Delete the section in its entirety and replace with the following:
11.1

When a boat is within five (5) nm of Channel Buoy SD, she shall be responsible for attempting to
contact the “Islands Race Committee” on VHF 71. This communication should include an estimated
time of arrival at the finish line.

11.2

The finishing line will be approximately 200 yards long and located between the course side of the
Channel Buoy SD and an orange flag on the finish boat bearing 350° magnetic from Channel buoy
SD.
11.2.1 In the event circumstances or sea state dictate, a finish boat may be replaced by a yellow
inflatable mark. RC vessels may remain in the area to observe a boat’s finish and finish time.
11.2.2 In the event the finish boat and an inflatable mark are missing, a boat shall record her finish
in accordance with the US SAILING prescription to RRS 34. For the purpose of defining
“90° to the last leg”, the finishing line will be “the shortest practicable length” or
approximately 200 yards long and on an axis defined by Channel Buoy SD and the Point
Loma light (sighting to Channel Buoy SD @ 185° magnetic / sighting to the Point Loma light
@ 005° magnetic).

11.3

The race committee will attempt to notify the boat when she has finished. If no contact has been
made with the race committee via VHF 71, a boat shall leave a voicemail or text the RC at 949-4647917 with the following information: her name, finish time, and a contact number, as soon as she is
safely within San Diego Harbor.

11.4

A boat shall log her finish time in UTC-8 hours by taking a photo or screen shot of her navigation
equipment, showing her finish time and position simultaneously. This image shall be emailed to
jenn.lancaster@nhycstaff.org and sailing@sdyc.org, as soon as possible, but no later that four (4)
hours, after finishing. Please include your boat name in the subject line of the email.

11.5

The time limit for all boats to finish will be 1700 Saturday, February 25, 2017. This changes RRS 35.

11.6

A boat that fails to finish by the time limit will be scored Did Not Finish without a hearing. This
changes RRS A4 and A5.

Posted for the committee:
J. Lancaster
1800 02/23/17

